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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The control of all wildfires in interior Alaska is a 
1 current policy of the major land raanageraent organisations» 
The Bureau of Land Management and the State of Alaska will 
have to improve their fire fighting capability greatly to 
meet the control commitment. Total area burned annually 
in Alaska remains about 1.1 million acres (Hardy and Franks, 
1963). The effects of wildfire on the land resources of 
tirnbar, v/ildlifcj v.'ater, recreation, and grazing are not 
well understood. The desirability of a policy to eliminate 
wildfire completely is controversial, especially when the 
high cost of control is considered. Smoke from extensive 
wildfires reduces visibility and interferes with military 
operations, transportation, and tourism. Although optimum 
level of control is far from certain, it is clear that fire 
control will continue to be an important part of the 
interior Alaska resource managsment prdgram'? 
=! 
"The Bureau of Land Management's policy statement is, 
"The State policy shall be to initiate immediate action on 
and bring under control as rapidly as possible all fires on 
forest, range, tundra and other type public lands under our 
jurisdiction. Further, we are required to hold fire losses 
to the minimum consistent with the least expenditure of 
public funds necessary to provide adequate protection of 
the resource in the public Interest. 
Our agreement with the state and Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and V»ildlife commits us to protect state, private 
and BSFl(>f lands as well as our own. A basic policy objective 
is control-iluring-the-first-burning period." 
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Fire control planners are charged wi.th the res'pon,si-
bility of. developing an- effective and efficient firS 
control capability. This respohBibili-ty is implied in the 
policy statement sentence concerning expenditure of funds 
necessary to provide adequate protection. The constraints 
governing how much control effort is needed are economic, 
legal, political, and physical. This study is concerned 
with the physical constraints involved in effective fire 
control planning. 
Weather is an especially important physical factor 
because it fluctuates erratically with time. Aspect and 
slope of the terrain, along with other physical factors 
such as fuol type, are relatively constant over long periods. 
Rainf hovrever, can change a potentially serious fire 
sir.uation almost instantly. The need for a forest fire 
control force is nil during the winter. The organizational 
needs expand each spring, and are adjusted as the season 
progresses. The problem of anticipating the potential 
for fires to start and resist control, and of reacting 
v.'ith adequate strength of force is the heart of fire 
planning. 
The planning period wherein adjustments to changes in 
weather conditions can be made varies with the control 
function. The movement of helitack crew, chemical retardant 
aircraftf support crews, and hiring of stand-by crews on 
a very short terra basis could be expensive and wasteful. 
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Hovi-ever, the smoke jumper on initial attack nia^r hf;ve to 
change plans momentarily with a local change in vvind direction. 
In generalf the closer* to the action end of the fire control 
planning hicic-ai-chy tne shortt::r ^he planning period. 
Fire control planners schedule some activities on 
W .L Cv SC, i i C.r'  ̂ i • * A J.  ̂  ̂ V„.v X" '•**' K..* ̂  .i-V_  ̂ p 
Bureau of Land Management personnel in Alaska are; guided 
by a statement that recognized a daily planning period. 
The policy iSj, "to control all fires during the first 
v;ork period.̂  Each district vdll dispatch yufficiG.nt 
force to control each reported class A, B, and C fire 
before the start of the next burning period (1000 hour3 
each day). For any xire tha'o is not controlled in the 
first work period, the fire boss will request sufficient 
force to control it before the start of the next v/ork 
period" (Bureau of Land Management, 1970). 
A fire planning procedure vfidely taught, and less 
often used, is referred to as "calculating probabilities''« 
A concept as simple as constructing control lines faster 
than the rate of fire perimeter increase may be applied. 
Success depends upon an ability to anticipate rate-of-spread 
and judge resistance to control, so sufficient control 
forces can be ordered to complete the control line. 
"Calculating probabilities" forces the planner to system­
atically consider important factors, provides a device 
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for incorporating infonnationj and promotes documenting 
the rationale behind plans. An important p3.annlng input 
is fire behavior. Information relative to fire behavior 
throughout the 24-hour period csn be useful for "calculating 
p i' (b a b i 1.11 i e a ". 
Fire behavior, hence the needed fire control activity, 
varies with weather factors. Weather variations are 
anr-ociated v/ith 1) movement of weather systems, and 
2) daily rise and fall of the sun, the system's energy 
Gource, Temperature, relative humidity, and v/ind spe^d 
are three factors influencing fire behavior, and follov;ing 
a diurnal pattern. Understanding the integrated effect 
of tc:":;;: relative humidity, o.nd v'ind speed as they 
chrngc ••.n.th the daily rise and fall of the sun could bo 
useful in anticipating fire behavior. 
THE PROBLEM 
Burnout is a specific fire control activity Vv'here 
lack of understanding of the diurnal burning pattern 
cauvses trouble. Burnout refers to igniting unburned 
fuel between the fire perimeter and the control line. 
Burning conditions should be conducive to a clean burn, 
yet control must be maintained. Burnout operations have 
been unsuccessful because they were started late in the 
aftcrnv'on when conditions were no longer suitable for a 
clean burn. Fires have been lost because the burnout 
got out of control* Part of the reason is lack of ability 
to anticipate fire behavior as conditions change throughout 
the day. 
Diurnal fire behavior patterns influence other activitie 
Fire de^tecti^n patrol flight schedules for both visual and 
infra-red boat sensing type systeii's are dependent upon 
fire output of smoke or radiant energy. Prescribed 
burning, the use of fire to achicve specific land use 
objectives, reci.:ires detailed control of fire rate-of-
spread and intensity. Sufficient man power and equipment 
to assure accojnplishirient of control objectives can no'' 
be vat-Luut deterndnation of fire grow'th rate;v;. 
T'-cre is a ].ack of adequate numbers of fire weather 
'• r-B. portable weather forecasting units, and fire 
behavior specialists. Specialists become somewhat proficient 
in anticipating diurnal weather patterns through repeated 
observation. Fire overhead are brought to Alaska in time 
of emergency and assigned command duties because the 
limited steff is over-extended. These fire planners arc 
v-equired to make decisions in unfamiliar surroundings 
i^'ith little assj.stance or information. The "outside" 
ovi^rheady contrasted to someone familiar with Alaska 
conditionsJ are at a distinct disadvantage. Good planning 
requires knowledge of fire behavior throughout the day, 
and this information is not available. 
The problem is brought into focus by forraaliaing 
questions about the relationship between spread index, and 
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time-of-day, (1) Are there differences in the relationship 
in different climatic zones? (2) Does the relationship 
change as the season progresses because of changes in 
d.sj l;'-:i3,̂ th? (3) Does the relationship chang;e on days 
with extreme burning conditions? 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Fire danger rating started as an innovation devised 
by H. T» Gisborne and first applied in 1933 to guide seasonal 
build-up of fire control forces in Montana and northern 
Idaho (Brown, 1939)• The concept was developed as a process 
of evaluation. Countryman (1966) developed a very bread 
conceptual frarae work and defined fire danger as the 
potent;l?il for damage by fire^ assuming no fire supresr-ion 
action is taken. If a system takes into account all factors 
that affect the potential for damage in an area, it rates 
total fire danger. If it accounts for only some of the 
factors, then the system is a partial evaluation of fire 
danger (Countrywan, 1966). Within Countryraan's concept of 
a fire danger system, all systems developed to date would 
have to be classed as partial systems. They are partial 
systems because only physical weather factors are considered, 
with no assessment of damage. Furthermore, only some of 
the physical factors have been considered. 
Eight regional fire danger systems, developed throughout 
the country, wei'e in use in 1965. The possibility of 
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standardising fire danger rating methods was considered at 
a National Fire Research Conference in Missoula, Montana 
in 1955- A 1957 report of the fire task force recomiriended 
that stcrps be taken to develop methods of rating fire danger 
(Kestchy 1959)» The national system v;ao adopted in 1964. 
The national system was evaluated and adapted to serve 
for alJ. Alaska agencies. 
A comprehensive unpublished report has been prepared 
to help understand the basis for the National Fire Danger 
R&ting System Kan'̂ },?ook spread tablesj and hoif tha vali,;,es 
in the tables were derived (U. S. Forest Service, 1966). 
The basic structure is presented (fig. 1) to show that 
the f j re r.pread T>hase is only a part of the complete planned 
system. Examination wj.ll reveal that the conplete bat.>j c 
strnxcture falls far short of Countrjnr-an's concept of a 
total system. 
Tho national system accounts for risk (the presence 
of fire starters) and ignition (the probability that fire 
soui'cep v/ill contact a suitable fuel supply) to generate 
a measure of the probability of fire occurrence. The 
spread and fuel energy components are integrated to 
provide a measure of the control difficulty associated 
with fires that start. The lack of sufficient input 
information has precluded implementing all but the spread 
phase. 
A conceptuaJ. diagram of the spread phase (fig. 2) 
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Basic structure of national fire-danger rating system (basic components 
and relationships froai which working indexes may be derived). oa 
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Components of spread phase of national fire-danger rating system. 
provides needed background. Procedures for applying the 
National Fire Da»iger Rating System in Alaska included some 
local adaptations (Johnson, 1964). Local Alaska procedure 
call for computing only the fine-fuel spread index because 
of the abundance of fijio .ruols. Fine--fuel moisture conten 
is determined from measurement of air temperature and wet™ 
2 bulb t-eraperature. ' The two measures serve as independent 
variables to pi'edict the equilibrium moisture content of 
the fine fuels. A herbaceous stage correction factor is 
not applied. The herbaceous stage is assurred to be "eared 
at all times. The fine-fuel moisture detemination and 
measured wind-speed are integrated to acquire the spread 
index value. 
A classical study of variations in tho factors 
effecting fi.re danger has given insight irto expected 
patterns (Hayes, 1941). Kayes showed definite diurnal 
patterns in the factors that are used to compute spread 
index. The patterns Hayes described were subsequently 
applied to produce tables for correcting burning index 
values measured at a specific time and location to adjust 
for the cf-tect o.t changes at other altitudes, aspect a and 
time-of-day (Fahnestock, 1951). Fahnestock presented his 
^5 
'"Air temperature and wet-bulb temperature are factors 
for computing relative hu:nidity. Relative humidity rather 
than dry and wet-bulb temperature was used in this study 
to calculate fine-fuel moisture. 
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adjustment values in a 24 column, 24 rov/ table of cumultitive 
hourly changes in burning index. F'ahnstock's diurnal 
changes were based on bi-hourly changes during normal 
(settled) summer v.-eather be^^iJining on the fifth day 
(case oi' instance) in July on v,'hich the burning index 
reached 30 or more. Mayers' data was later analyzed and 
expressed in terms of spread index (Stockstad and Barney, 
1964). Stockstad and Barney prepared tables for conversion 
of spread index values at various altitudes, aspects and 
t " U .vi. y  «  
A comprehensi've description of the climatic zoneSj 
fuels, and general Alaska fire problem has been published 
(and iQfi'^)» The di-^curFvi on on di.urna.l fluctu~ 
ations of fire weather factors suggests that v%iriafc:i.orir:. 
of each factor is less in Alaska than at a location such as 
Priest River Experiment Station, Idaho. The flat curves 
indicate that the extended daylight period in Alaska does 
not give fuels time to cool off and absorb moisture. 
Night does not give mild enough weather factors for fires 
to "lay dovm" as it usu.ally does at southerly latitudes. 
The su!Ti;nax'i-:'S lIiov/ thiat temperature is maximum aixd 
relative humidity minimum near I6OO hours. 
OBJECTIVE 
The study objective is to develop a relationship between 
National Fire Danger Rating System Spread Index and time-
12 
of-day for interior Alaska. The relationsiilp should 
provide a basis for predicting fire behavior throughout 
tiie daily planning period. 
SCOPE 
An idealized studj'" Vvould describe the variation in 
the daily pattex-ii of rise and fall in spread index through­
out the land area subject to wildfire. Locations investi­
gated had to be restricted for several reasons: 1) the 
cost and tirae to establish obsex'vation sites and collect 
data sp^:cificaj.ly to accoinplioh this stud}'- objective %?culd 
be unreasonable, 2) the only source of data that includes 
the i.'Gather nieasurciuents ru-jeded to compute spread index 
are National Weather Service first order station records^ 
3) the f:l:rst order station network in the state is very 
sparse. 
Time and cost constraints required selecting a portion 
of the total fire occurrence zone and identifying suitable 
stations. Locations as a consequence v/ere limited to the 
Alaska interior and Cook Inlet regions. No need exists 
to study TortiC'xxu of the year other r:;an the norfnal fir--. 
SCcxSOii ® 
Liinitations on the amount of data were imposed to keep 
coding, punching, and computer run time within available 
budget. Five years of data were judged a minimum sample. 
The years selected should include both severe and easy 
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lire seasons from the standpoint of fire occurrence and 
acT"::Rge. butrned. 
OF TERMS 
D.-:.ily; recurring every day. 
Fi.iic f-gel p;o:istî re. The probable moisture conteirit of fact-
drying fuels which have a time lag 
constant of one hour or lass; such as 
grass, leaves, ferns, tree moss, 
draped pine needles, and .T.;r,a],i tvjigf.. 
"ire _b;;:havi.cu'» The Juanner ixi which fuel ignitesj, flaaco 
develop and fire spreads and exhibits 
other phenomena, 
Ri_re oanger% Resultant of both constant and variable fire 
danger factors, which affect iricepi.lcnf 
spread, and difficulty of control of 
fires and the damage they cause. 
Rate of^spread. The relative activity of a fire in extending 
its hori^iontal dimensions. It is 
expressed as rate of increase of the 
total perii.iSter of the fire, as rate 
01 forv;ard spread of the fire front, 
or as rate of increase in area, depending 
on the intended use of information. 
Usually it is expressed in chains per 
hour or acres per hour for a specific 
period in the fire's history. 
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irxdex. A number related to the relative rate of 
forward movement of surface fires. 
Stg^iidard dryin;-"! condition> S0'"'F. dry~bu].b temperature and 
20 percent relative humidity. 
Tiin? L3:~o The l-rl-er''V£.]. of tir-i'i required for a fuel, lender 
sta;idard drying conditions, to lose 
approximately two-thirds of its 
moisture content above equilibriujiu 
It is also called time lag interval, 
or tjine lag con':;tant, 
CHAPTER II 
STUDY PROGEDIIRES 
The study plan was prepared to provide a s3rstematic 
£'nd objfjotivy ap];);rcach to the probleni of genex-aliBing about 
hourly ii^pread index values. The first problem v/as selecting 
ail unbiased sample of days from U. S. Department of Commerce, 
Notional iVeather Service, Local Glimatological Data. 
Criteri.a and analysis procedures v;ere established to test 
hypothfises concerning characteristic diurnal spread index, 
patberc'o oi; varif'us times of the year- arid i0C£ti0i)S. The 
recognition of characteristic diurna] spread index patterns 
juGtifiOo u.-.e of specific relationships. 
pc' 
Th" cuoftllonB identified in the px'oulem s<^iCtjon v/ei'ft 
expressed in the form of hypotheses to aid in designing 
the analysis. The hypotheses tested are given in the 
follov/ing listing. The diurnal variations in spread index 
do not change with: 
1. Location 
Season 
3. Magnitude of the index 
Acceptance of these null hypotheses is interpreted 
to mean no diffex'ence in the diurnal pattern of spread 
index was detected» It is important to x'ecognize that 
acceptance is not synonymous with failure. In practice, 
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it would be convenient if dif.t'erences do not exist. No 
difference would allow pooling the data from all conditions 
being tested, and the result being one common diurnal 
index oatter'n what wouM app3.;y ;xenerally over a 
wide range of space and tiwe. However, if differences do 
p.,p • "5'̂  1 P I"! r-; 'pi T '-J cO"! r? T'C:* 'f* -f- K o e rv -4 <r> c» •H. W.' U.- .1 »MA. Vi - -i  ̂ -- W" W- i'. •-v' .J,v • 
There are several reasons that v/ould explain differences 
that occvir bet\%'een locations. Fires in Alaska occur at 
locations within, different climatological zones. The 
air masocs i;u tl/e areas arc siipposedly not the same, Tnere 
is a spread of 4 degrees or more of latitude difference 
between fire locations^ On June 21 th'j r. latitudinal 
d.L.Liei'oiice a'o 'cwo suau-iCias i-esults in nearly 21 hours 
of day li.i !.•.,. au iairbaiiksj compared to 19 hours at Bethel. 
The clifferencos in day length decreases ae the season 
progresses, and length of daylight is equal at all stations 
at the equinox. This is reason to expect the diurnal spread 
index pattern to change throughout the season. Day length 
difference at locations as the season progresses suggests 
that an interaction between these factors would be reasonable. 
wirKj, i.3 a heavily vmighr.cd Cactar in computing spread 
index. High spread index values can be obtained with 
cornpa.ratively high relative humidity, low temperatures, 
and a strong vrind. Days with high spread indexes will 
usually be v/indy. Relative huraidity and temperature 
patterns v.dll control lower spread index days, t;hile win, 1 
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patterns will be more pronounced on high index days. 
There is reason to expect low index days to have a different 
diurnal pattern than high index days because of wind, 
DATA 
Local clirnatological data published by the National 
Weather service Mere used as the data source for computing 
spread index. Items recorded for each hour are 1) sky 
cover, 2) station ijarometric pressure, 3) dr'y-bulb temper­
ature (o F), 4) wet-bulb temperature (o F)p 5) relatix^^e 
humidity (^>), 6) dew point (o F), 7) v-'ind direction, and 
8) wind speed (knots). 
Su3r.niarir,s for Anchoi-aga, Eetb.el^ McGrath, and B'airbanks 
were obtained for April through July^ 195'7 thi'ough 1961» 
The stations are located in the transitional and continental 
climatic zones of Alaska (fig. 3)» which are important fire 
zone.;. The months of April through July cover the maximum 
of both man-caused and lightning-caused fire occurrence 
periods (fig. 4). The years 1957 and 1959 were extreme 
fire 3^ears v^ith 391 and 320 fire occurrences and 5?0/^9,661 
and 596,574- acres burned, respectiVvdy (Dr-raey, 1969). 
Only 44 fires and 5,100 acres burned in the year 1961, 
The years include a wide range of severity in fire 
occurrence and acreage burned. 
Source; 
Watson, 1959 
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COMPUTATION PROCF.DURES 
Selection of a sample of days for developing the rela­
tionship betvfeen spread index and time-of-day was an 
important step. A similar study (Fahnestockp 1951) in 
northeni Idaiio used settled suirircer daysj beginning on the 
fifLh day (caoG or occurrence) in July on \;hich the burning 
index reached 30 or more, as the criterion for selecting 
sample days. The criterion helped select days with diurnal 
N 
variations typical of days when fires were most likely. 
For similar reasons, two classes-of-day were arbitrarily 
established to select days for this study» The basis 
for selection was the noon spread index, and the celootion 
crix^eria were 1) moderate 30-49, and 2) high 50 plus. 
The noon spread index Vv'as computed for each day. The 
data were recorded in coded form on EDP coding forms 
according to the attached set of format and coding in­
structions (Appendix A). Spread index was computed 
according to procedures outlined in the National Fire 
Danger Rating Handbook (USDA Forest Service, 196S), 
Herbaceous stage v;as assurued to remain cured throughout 
the I'-ear in accordance v;ith local practice (Johnson, 1964). 
TVTO days were systematically selected for each year-
station-season-class category. Seasons were defined as 
1) April-May and 2) June-July. Total sample size v/as 
2 (days) x 5 (years) x 2 (seasons) x 4 (stations) x 2 
(c3.asses-of--day), or I6O days. Spread index; values were 
computed bi-hourly (OOOO,,0200, ... .,2200 hours) for each 
of the 160 sample days. Total number of observations was 
160 days X 12 bi-hourly observations per day, or 1920 
observations. 
Station nuraber, year, month, day, and hour were 
recorded to provide ready reference to the data source 
document. Dry-bulb temperature and relative humidity 
values served for obtaining a fine-fuel moisture estimate 
by table look-up using table 1 of the National Fire Danger 
Rating System. 
Wind speed in knots was converted to miles per hour by 
multiplying (a simple graph was used to speed up the 
conversion calculation) by a correction factor of 1.15. 
The fine-fuel moisture value and vrind speed in miles per 
hour served to enter table 6 and obtain a spread index 
value. All of this information v;as then punched and 
verified in EDP punch cards for computer analysis. 
The steps in data preparation that have been described 
in this section are summarised (Appendix B, steps 1 through 
4) along v/ith the remaining steps that will be covered 
in the fo.llo'idng coctions. 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Analysis of variance vath an equal nurriber of observations 
within four sub-data sets (hours, season, station, class-
of-day) was run. Analysis of variance and a split-plot 
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design v;ere the best analysis design because the objective 
is to determine if a relationship exists between the mean 
spread index, value and the four factors. 
The standard "ANVA" computer program of the Pacific 
Korth'west Experiment Station was used to rij.n the EDP 
punch cards through the CDC 64OO computer. The 90fo 
level of confidence was established as the decision criterion 
to accept or reject the hypotheses that the mean spread 
index value varied \\rithin and between factors. 
The four factors investigated were examined for 
differences in the computed spread index values. The 
observed variable or variable of interest was spread 
•index. ft. fifth fp.c+'OT» defined as the repetition of 
da.7fs .in station, i.n season,, ir class-of -day« This is a 
way of labeling the variation not associated with the 
four factors being investigated. The follov/ing is a 
listing of the factors. 
Factor A = repeats of days in station, in season, 
in class-of-day. 
Factor B = hours; 00, 02, etc., to 22. 
Factor G seasonsApril-May, June-July. 
Factor D = class-of-day; Moderate = 30--49 
noon spread indexj High = 50 and 
plus noon spread index. 
Factor E = stations 1,2,3»4 in alphabetical 
order as coded. 
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Results of the analysis of variance computation are 
presented in table 1. Interpretation of the results 
relative to establishing the relationship between spread 
index and timc-of-day v;i3.1 be discussed» Significance in 
terms of practical application of the rea.ationships •will 
be expanded upon later. 
Five tables included in Appendix C are bi-hourly 
(diurnal) averaged spread index values. Each of five 
tables show a relationship betv/een spread index and time-
of-day for each of 9 combinations of seaoon and Cj,as;-;:--of-
day. The fii'e tables are composed of one for each of the 
four stations and a fiftli table for the four statiorAO corabined 
. * t'-.. , t • C. .-"k  ̂  ̂ 1'-*. 1  ̂ O "1 r-* c* 1. ^-v •, *w-. X C-v ^ ̂  V-t • V'i.J.Jl u-w-> "W* Of \ 7 X O -i. UaI i J.. ^ J 
per table) differetit y-elationshipd betvircon spread index. 
and t i rae-of-da y. 
The most specific relationships are for a designated 
station, season, and class-of-day. Each value in these 
specific relationships represents an average of 10 obser­
vations. The 10 observations result from the 2 repeats in 
each data sub-set for each of the 5 years. 
Th.e most general relationship is for all stations, 
all seasonsJ and the combined classes-of-days. Each value 
in this most general relationship between spread index 
and time-of-day is the average of 160 observations. 
Results of the analysis of variance table (table 1) 
must be interpreted relative to the 45 relationship^'^. 
TABLE I 
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Factor 3 ( hour) 11 292,927.9 26 ,629.8 220^' 
i;*'aCoOI' 1 250.9 250.9 2.07 
Factor D ( class--of-day) 1 32,160.5 32 ,160.5 266* 
Factor E ( ,Station) 3 30.8 10.3 1 
Factors B and G 11 1,655.6 150.5 1.24 
Ctj 0 B and D 11 10,487.1 953.4 7.88 
FactOi 0 n and D 1 29.5 29.5 1 
B and E 33 3,706.2 112.3 1 
Factors G and E 3 2,424.2 808.1 6.68 
i' act ors 0 and E 3 1,279.1 42 6.4 3.52 
Factors B, G and D 11 1,119.2 101.7 i 
Factors- B, G and E 33 6,174.6 187.1 1.54 
Fact 01-5 B, D and E 33 4,522.2 137.0 1.13 
Factors G, D and E 3 149.4 49.8 1 
Fa ct ors B, G, D and E 33 4,289.9 130.0 1.07 
Factor A 1728 209,244.2 121.1 
TABLE FOR SPREAD INDEX VALUES 
C
Fac ors 
o C 
to.
ciCt/Oi^s u L
tors C
ors
df ms 
.1 S>2,9
S
V^
 J 
^
3
Total 1919 570,450.7 
dOS l
* 
 
8'' 
it-
Significant at the 90^ level. 
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Statistical significance for all factors v.'ould suggest 
using the most specific relationships. No significant 
differences would dictate retaining only the most general 
relationship. 
Variation of days in station^ in season, in class-
of-day (factor A) was used as the denominator or error 
term to compute the F ratios.. There is a large reduction 
iti the total sums of squares value associated with hours 
(factor B), and a large statistically significant cor­
responding F ratio. The hours factor xvas expected to be.-
significant, and this result is important only because 
lack of significance vraulvd indicate a seriotxs problem 
in the analysis procedure. 
Claso-of-day (factor D) also significantly reduccs 
the total sums of squares value, and has a highly significant 
F ratio. This large F ratio is important because it 
suggests class-of-day is an important factor. Time-of-day 
is a special factor and could be thought of as the independent 
variable with spread index the dependent variable in a 
regression. The important F ratios involve tirae-of-day 
(factor B) in addition to the other factors (season, class-
of-day, station). The F ratios for tbe interactions 
involving hours (factor B) are of special interest. 
The fact that seasons (factors C) and station (factor E) 
is not significant is v/orthy of note. It suggests that 
the relationships may apply generally throughout the 
season and over the tv/o climatological sones in v/hich the 
Stations exist. 
There are tv/o significant interactions involving 
hours and class~of~day (factors B and D) and season and 
station (factors C and E)* The interaction of season 
and station does not relate to the study objective 
(a relationship between time~of~day and spread index) as 
directly as the interaction involving hours. The season 
and station interaction should receive study through 
research planned specifically to exaniine this interaci-ion. 
The interaction betv/een hours and class~of~day 
(factors B and D) is the most important result in the analysi 
and the h:art cf t'":0 i:r-;cGti;'ation, There is a significant 
difference betv-:ef;n cla."s-of-day in the relationiihips 
betv^een sp:read index and time-of-day. The relationships 
to be selected are general relative to season and station 
and specific in regard to class-of~day. 
There was no significant difference in spread index 
between stations^ seasons, or the interactions of hours and 
seasons or hours and stations. This is reason to accept 
hypotheses 1 iind 2 and conclude that there is no difference 
in the diurnal pattern of spread index between locations 
and seasons. The third null h^j-pothesis is rejected. There 
is a difference in the diurnal spread index pattern 
relative to the magnitude of the index. 
The significant interaction between hours and days 
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points out that the spread index is different on the two 
ciasses-of-days. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
The diurnal variations in spread index are described 
by the average values of spread index for the data sub-sets 
of hours stratified by class-of-day (table 2). Each spread 
index vaxuy iii the 'hiigh'-- ana "laoaerate" x'ows of table 1 
is the average of 80 bi-hourly observa-tions. Spread index 
values in the rov; labeled "combined" are an average of the 
"high®' and ''moderaterov;s and vjere derived by averaging 
l60 observstif'DvS, These suraiiiarieG contain the basic 
information to project or predict the change in spread 
index frcia one tiru;---rf"<h;.y (heur) to aootiier. The *''high" 
and "jT;Oderate'^ relationships were selected on the basis 
of the analysis,, and the "combined" v;as included because 
it is the most general expression of the relationship. 
The "combined'''' relationship may find application \^rtien 
there is no way to aoe-ociate a day v;ith the two classes-
of-day. 
The information is presented in graphic form (fig. 5) 
to aid in interpretation. The graph shov7s the reason for 
the statistical,] 7 significant interaction betv^een hours 
and class~of~day. This difference can be seen by exaiflining 
the relationshipjs of high and moderate classes. Spread 
index peaks at noon on high days and at 1600 hours on 
moderate days. Although the nmuerical \'-alues are important, 
this pattern of peaking early in the day during severe 
TAILE 2 
BI-HOURLY DIUR^IAL AVEPAGE IN SPREAD INDEX FO:'. 
FOUR STATIONS AND T^fQ REASONS Bi CLAS3-0F-DAY 
Class ;— — — 
of Day 00 02 01+ 06 08 10 12 14 16 15^ 20 22 
Spread Index 
High IS 15 14 19 29 41 56 51 4g / c; 3^ 26 
Mod. 16 12 10 14 22 29 37 39 40 36 28 21 
Comb. 17 13 12 16 25 46 45 44 40 33 23 
Mod. = Moderate 
Comb. - Combined 
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H I G H  .  
M O D E R A T E  .  
C O M B I N E D  .  80 
X 
20 
16 06 12 00 02 04 10 18 20 2.' 
HOUR 
Figure 5. The relationship between spread index and time-of-day for four stations for 
two seasons by class-of-day. 
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burning conditions is most important. 
The relationship of spread index to time™of~day on 
"high" days contradicts many fire control people's assumption 
that spread index maximum would occur near 160C) hours on 
all days- The fire planner assuming that spread index 
v/ill increase from noon to 1600 hours on "high"' days is 
likely to misjudge the fire control situation. In addition, 
the raaximura mil be reached much earlier in the burning 
period and tend to catch control forces unprepared. 
Table 2 contains average spread index values. The 
study is concerned v-rith fluctuations in the index values^ 
The fluctuations must be described in i^elation to some 
time reference point. The 1200 hour point wac selected, 
a.lthough any other would have served equally vrall. The 
variation in the bi-hourly spread index values (table 3) 
v/as computed by subtracting each bi-hourly value frora 
the noon index. Mo difference exists for the noon index^, 
v/hich was used as the reference time. The 1200 hour value 
v;as 2ero in all cases and for this reason v;as not entered 
in the table. The expected change in spread betvieen any 
two times daring a day can be computed by algebraically 
subtracting the given table values. For example, on a 
high class-of-day the index at 1400 hours will be 36 
spread index points higher than at 0200 hours. 
The hour-to-Jiour variation is presented (table 4) 
to claril'y the diurna-l pattern. The difference in slope 
TABJ-E 3 
AVERAGE BI-HOURLY VARIATIONS IN SPREAD INDEX 
FOR FOUR STATIONS AND Tl'O SEASONS BY CLASS-OF~DAY 
Class 
of Day 
Hours 
00 02 04 06 0(1 10 14 16 1.3 20 22 
Spread Index Variation From 1200 Hours 
High -33 -41 -42 -37 -27 -15 ^5 -8 -11 -IS -30 
Mod. -21 -25 -27 -23 -15 2 3 -1 -9 -16 
Comb. -30 -33 -34 -30 -21 -12 -2 -3 ~6 -13 -23 
Mo d. = Mo de ra t e 
Comb. = Combined 
ro 
TABLE 4 
BI-HOURLI RATE--OF~GHArGE IN SPREAD INDEX FOR 
FOUR STATIONS AND TwO SEASONS BY CLASS-OF-DAY 
Hours 
Glass 00 02 04 06 Og 10 12 14 16 la 20 
of Day- 02 04 06 oa 10 12 14 16 20 22 
High -3 -1 5 10 
Spread Index 
12 15 -4 »4 -3 -7 "11 
Mod. -4 -2 3 g 7 g 2 3 -4 —o -7 
Comb. -3 -1 4 9 9 12 -2 -1 "3 -7 -10 
Mo d. = Mo de rat e 
Comb. = Combined 
w 
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between the relationships is most obvious between 1200 
to 1400 and 1400 to I6OO hours where the "high" values are 
negative and the "moderate" values positive. The expected 
change in spread index between times-of-day can be computed 
from the table values by finding the algebraic sum of the 
sigiiud values during the time Interval of interest. 
The summaries (tables 2^ 3, and 4) v7ould be ysomewhat 
difficult to use in the field to project indexes from one 
time-of-day to another. Tables 2 and 3 would require a 
subtraction involving signs that could be confusing. 
Table 4 involves a series of signed addition that would be 
time consuming. The calculations have been done a.i'id 
suniraariaed (tables 5, 6, and 7) for ease of use. These 
tables contain spread index corrections needed to project 
or predict a spread index observation for all possible 
combinations of hours. 
Study of the general pattern shows that moderate and 
high days are similar through OSOO hours. The difference 
betvv^een class-of-day is pronounced between 1000 hours and 
1200 hours when a high day gains 15 points and a moderate 
only S (slope is different in magnitude but the same in 
sign). A high day starts to subside after 1200 hours, and 
a moderate day v.'ill after I6OO hours (the slope of the 
"high" relationship is negative and the "moderate" positive). 
TA;::LE 5 
VARIATIONS IN SPREAD INDEX FOR FOUR STATIONS AND T\%'0 SEASONS FOR HIGH CLASS-OF-DAYS 
FROM 
Hours 
3t)T0s.cx • ndo-c; Correc :!tions 
1 11 23 3S 33 30 27 20 & 
4 14 26 41 36 33 30 23 11 
5 15 26 42 ' 37 34 31 24 12 
0 10 22 37 33 29 26 19 7 
0 a.2 27 23 19 IS ro -3 
0 15 11 7 5 -2 -14 
0 -5 -a -11 -IS -30 
set ion value 
0 -4 -6 ™13 -25 
iad index 
!; Locate 
0 -3 -9 -^22 
; listed 
the sign. 
0 -7 
0 
-19 
-12 
0 
TO I ours 
10 12 14 16 13 20 22 
04 0 
00 0 --3 -4 8
02 0 -1 
06 
oa ..u i TO
10 
12 
To obtain a correc ^ 
to project a sprea Q _O _Q 
backv;ards in time
the corresponding Q n „J_N 
value and change ~ ~ 
20 
22 
TAJLE 6 
VARIATIONS IM SPREAD INDEX FOR FOUR STATIOFS AND TWO SEASONS FOR MODERATE CLASS-OF-DAIS 
FROM 
Hours 00 02 04 06 06 10 12 14 16 la 20 22 
Spread Inde:-: C 0 IT 'actions 
00 0 -4 -5 -2 6 13 21 23 24 20 12 5 
02 0 - 2  2  10 17 25 27 2a 24, 16 9 
04 0 3 11 IB 27 2a 29 25 la 10 
06 0 8 15 23 25 26 22 14 7 
OS 0 7 15 17 la 14 6 -1 
10 0 g 10 11 7 "1 -a 
12 0 2 3 -1 -9 -16 
14 
16 
1& 
20 
To obtain a correction vali 
to project a spread index 
backwards in time; Locate 
the corresponding listed 
value and change the sign. 
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0 1 
- 0 
-3 
-4 
0 
-10 
-12 
-8 
0 
-la 
-19 
-15 
-7 
22 0 
TO I "ours 
IS
( corre
g
13 1^
05 15
g 
ue 0 -3 -10 -iS 
p. -,q 
" 
0 _g __25 
W 
ON 
TArL£ 7 
FROM 
Hours 
O
 
1 
O
 
; 
o
 
o
 06 03 10 12 14 l6 lo 20 22 
Spread Ixidex Correct •-ions 
00 0 -3 -5 -1 3 Xo 30 23 27 2.'4 l6 5 
02 0 -1 3 12 21 33 31 30 27 20 10 
04 0 4 13 22 34 33 31 23 21 11 
06 0 9 13 30 29 27 24 17 7 
03 0 9 21 20 1 15 3 -2 
10 0 12. 10 9 6 —2 -11 
12 0 -2 "3 -6 -13 -23 
14 
16 
13 
To obtain a correction value 
to project a spread index 
baclcv-.-ards in tim.e; Locate 
the corresponding listed 
value and change the sign. 
0 -1 
0 
-5 
~3 
0 
-11 
-7 
-21 
-20 
-17 
20 0 -10 
22 0 
-BAYS 
W JL ,, U v.X O 
1
o. ?.0 S 4 3.6
. 
-
-
^ 
Q „20 
~ ^ 
Q 
"" " 
VA; 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY 
The analysis provided a basis for rejecting or accepting 
the stated hypothesesj, generated niimerical values to develop 
the relationship betv/een spread index and time~>of-da3r^ and 
helped identify an anomaly in the early peaking of spread 
index# This information will be useful only to the extent 
it can be related to the problem and applied in the field, 
CORCIAJSXONS 
Fi-^e behavior specialists should be av^are of the 
early peaking of spread index on class "high" days. The 
exlsoj.i.-g diurrial patt^. in spread index appears to 
C O * 1 V <i ct w w C." i-1 1/ ly i i Ju, i ? A V XX ' Vfiivr'̂ W ij ̂  C- V' « 
Questions 1 and 2 concerning differences in the 
relationship betVv'ecn climatic zones and seasons should 
be answered in the negative on the basis of the findings 
of this study. 
The relationship between spread index and time-of-
day appears to apply generally throughout the time and 
space from which the information was gathered. The response 
to question 3 about a change in the relationship on days 
with extreme burning conditions is positive. The principle 
(early peaking pattern) identified in the analysis should 
help predict fire behavior during the 24-hour planning 
period. 
DISCUSSION 
Our ability to interpret spread index values in terms 
of natural rate of spread of v/iidfire is quite crude. 
Knovfing the diurnal pattern can give the theoretical in­
sight necessary to understand fire behavior even though 
the numbers cannot be interpreted preciaely. Interest 
is more in the trend of the curve than the nuiBerical 
value itself. 
Users of the relationships presented in this paper 
should keep in mind the data base from vAich they vfere 
derived. The curves do not represent an average or 
"normal" daj.'. The curves were derived from four stations 
•n r> "h A 1 -1 f--? r? c* n nt" "h n I,' r V. . J-.;',.-; V .yU,> ^ •- -v W V W WW 
hold in other sonef^,. The cuj'vc-r rcprecent the .Api-il tiu^,a5 
Ju.ly portion of the fire season. Season and location 
results suggest the relationships may hold generally. 
Until such time as relationships are derived using a broad 
data bas:^5 it may be necessary to apply these curves. 
The noon spread index sample selection criteria put 
restrictions on how generally the relationships can be 
used. The curves represent the diurnal pattern on days 
that fit the selection criteria. A more general selection 
criteria ^vould have been the highest index of the day 
regardless of the hour of occurrence. The user of the 
relationships is faced with the problem of classifying 
the planning day» Forecasts that will provide the basis 
i+0 
for classification will probably not be made for a. specific 
tirne-ox-day (noon). There is also need for future research 
to identify syiioptic patterns that produce days classified 
as "high" in this study. 
Resource managers need fire behavior information to 
plan fj.re activities. The relationships should fi.ll one 
of the information voids to conduct successful back fire 
and burnout operations, manipulate prescribed fire, 
schedule detection patrol flights, and evaliiate the potential 
for fire retardants to hold a fire. Another application 
foi' the relationships is operation analysis models of 
fire control systems where diurnal patterns in spread 
inde:;: sre a factor. 
REi;0>mSDATI0NS 
These ai-e some practical applications of the information 
obtained in this study. Recommendations that should be 
considei*ed are; 
1) The moderate and high curves should be m,ade 
available to the Bureau of Land Management 
for inclusion in their field guide. A 
statement describing their limitations in 
time of season and area must be included. 
2) Supplemental noon fire danger observations, 
in addition to the standard I4OO hour reading, 
should be considered on days when high fire . 
danger is anticipated. 
Fire behavior specialists should be avrare 
the early peaking of spread index, and 
rate-of-spread on wildfires, on days v/ith 
a fire danger of ••iiigh*' according to the 
criteria of this study. 
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APPENDIX A 
Coding Inst ruct 1 ons and EDP Punch Card P'ormat 
Item and Code; Card Coluinn 
1. Station Mumber 1 
Anchorage 1 
Bethel 2 
Fairbanks 3 
McGrath 4 
2. Year 2-3 
1 n r c 
I960 - 60 
3. Mont h 4 
April ~ 4 July - 7 
May - 5 Aug. -
June ~ 6 Sept - 9 
4 • Day 5-6 
(April) 1 ~ 01 
(April) 31 " 31 
5. ilour 7~B 
12 midnight 1 o
 
o
 
2 a.m. ~ 02 
12 noon - 12 
6 p.ni. - IB 
43 
Item and COCIG Card Column 
^ 9-10 
5F 05 
52 F 52 
99F 99 
IC;F 99 
7. Relative tjumldity 11~ 12 
5fo 05 
20,̂  20 
100;& 99 
n e -Fue 3 I'Joj stli re 13--16 
\io 01.0 
5'̂  05,0 
35«5:;i 35.5 
9 .  Wijid Speed in Mi]-<:n Per Hoiir 17~1^ 
Calm 00 
1 K?H 01 
10 MPH 10 
100 iviPH 99 
10. Hour3 y _Spi'-eoIndex (Fine-Fi^eJ ) 19-20 
1 ~ Ci 
10 ~ 10 
11. 1200 Hour Spread Index 21-22 
1 - 0 1  
10 - 10 
APPENDIX B 
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE SUFiMARY 
Step 1, Gorapute the spread index for each day at the 
reference time. The refez-ence time was selected to be 1200 
hoursp near the high for the day. 
Step 2. Divide the days into classes on the basis of 
the 1200 hour spread indexes. The class limits were selected 
to appoj'tion the days into arbitrary, moderate, and high 
classvos. 
Steĵ 2' Select a representative sample of the days 
from each stationseason^ class-of-day portion of the data. 
Step 4. Compute and punch on EDP cards according to 
the attached format and coding instructions the data from 
every other (even) hourly observation. 
Step 5» Test the hypothesis that there are not 
differences in the pattern betv/een seasons. 
Step 6. Test the hj^othesis that there are not 
differences between seasons. 
Step 7. Test the hji-pothesis that there are not 
di ffc IT;ric e ri betv;.?;en c lassc s-of-day. 
Suimnarize the data according to the outcome 
of Steps ,5, 6, and 7. 
APPEIIDIZ G 
BI-HOURLY DIURNAL AVERAGE SPREAD 
INDEX TABLES 
IB 
13 
14 
17 
25 
34 
46 
46 
44 
39 
32 
25 
BI~HQUELY DIURNAL AVERAGE SPREAD INDSX FOR 
ANCHORAGE BY SEASON AND CLASS-OF-DAY 
April-May June-Julj^ April-July 
Mod. High Comb. Mod. High Comb. Mod. High 
Spread Index 
-• / O 13 20 16 1 Li. 20 22 
13 15 14 05 21 13 09 IS 
14 IS 16 OS 16 12 11 la 
12 19 15 16 21 19 :.4 20 
25 27 26 20 29 25 23 2g 
26 47 36 28 36 32 27 41 
36 5S 47 34 56 45 35 57 
41 55 48 34 52 43 3S 54 
41 49 45 38 47 42 39 LB 
37 41 39 36 43 39 37 L2 
29 39 34 2g 33 30 23 36 
19 30 24 27 25 26 23 27 
BI~HOURLT DIURNAL AVERAGE SPREAD INDEX FOR 
BETHEL BY SEASOI- AKD CLASS-OF-DAY 
June-July Apri1-July 
Mod. High Comb. Mod. High Comb, 
Spread Index 
00 20 14 17 IL 14 14 17 14 15 
02 20 10 15 11 12 12 15 11 13 
04 12 14 13 07 10 08 09 12 11 
06 14 IS 16 10 . I''. -A.y 12 12 16 14 
Qf> 22 30 26 17 28 23 20 29 24 
10 32 40 36 27 44 35 30 42 36 
12 36 55 45 3t^ 5S 48 37 56 46 
14 35 57 46 46 54 50 40 55 48 
16 30 US 39 45 54 51 39 51 45 
13 29 36 33 46 50 48 38 43 41 
20 26 33 29 3A. 47 40 30 40 35 
22 17 21 19 22 30 26 19 25 22 
I..,, • — ^ n ^ 
Hod. = Moderate 
Comb. ~ Combined 
Hours 
Season April-Kay 
Class 
of Mod, High Comb. 
Day 
BI-KOURLY DIURNAL AV3RAGE SPREAD INDEX FOR 
FAIRBANKS BY SSASC M AIID CLASS-OF-DAY 
April-JulTT 
Mod» High Comb, 
0 r<50 0 ^ 0 yZ 
00 20 26 23 17 16 17 21 19 
02 17 20 IS OS 17 13 13 IS 15 
04 15 17 16 OS 13 11 12 15 
06 O 1 ^ J. 22 21 11 20 15 16 21 IS 
08 25 31 23 20 26 23 23 2S 25 
10 33 36 35 27 42 34 30 39 34 
12 39 55 47 37 54 45 3S 55 46 
"i»4' 44 4S 46 39 45 42 41 46 44 
16 44 42 43 39 42 40 42 42 42 
IS 35 46 41 31 43 37 33 44 39 
20 29 3S 33 30 31 31 29 34 32 
22 21 23 22 21 23 22 21 23 22 
Mod. = Moderate 
CoEsb. = Combined 
Season April-Hav June-July 
lours 
j c* T* 
of Mod, High Corab, !Ioc, High Comb. 
Day 
00 
02 
04 
06 
od 
10 
12 
14 
16 
IS 
20 
22 
•d. 
mb 
fC'IU 
14 
12 
11 
16 
26 
34 
4S 
43 
44 
43 
34 
25 
BI-HOURLY DIURNAL A^, EEAGE SPREAD INDEX FOR 
MCGRATH BY SEASOF AKD CLASS-OF-DAY 
Season April-Kay c'una-July April-July 
Class "" ^ ^ ^ "" """ ^ — - — 
of Mod, High Comb. Moc« High Comb, Mod, High 
Day 
13 15 14 
Spreac 
1/ 
Index 
15 14 14 15 
12 12 12 10 14 12 11 13 
10 12 11 10 13 12 10 13 
09 19 14 15 20 17 12 19 
21 2S 24 23 31 27 22 29 
27 47 37 29 34 31 2S 41 
39 5a kS 3S 56 47 38 57 
34 55 44 36 47 41 35 51 
41 51 46 37 49 43 39 50 
35 52 43 36 50 43 36 51 
25 43 34 24 43 34 25 43 
25 26 25 16 32 24 20 29 
= Moderate 
" Combined 
UI 
00 
02 
ou 
06 
OB 
10 
12 
14 
l6 
IS 
20 
22 
:)d. 
'Oin, 
1? 
13 
12 
16 
25 
35 
46 
45 
44 
40 
33 
23 
3I-K0URLY DIUR'-IIL A'-IHAQE SPREAD INDEX FOR 
ALL STATIONS SEASON AND GLASS-OF-DAI 
Season April-May Jtine-July April-July 
G la 3 3 
of Mod. High Comb. Moi. High Comb. Mod. High 
Day 
17 1& 13 
Spread 
IJ 
Index 
17 16 16 IS 
15 14 15 09 16 12 12 15 
13 15 14 Ob' 13 11 10 14 
14 19 17 13 IS 16 14 19 
23 29 26 20 29 24 22 29 
30 42 36 23 39 33 29 41 
37 56 47 37 56 46 37 56 
3S 53 46 39 49 44 39 51 
39 47 43 40 44 40 4'3 
34 44 39 37 46 42 36 45 
27 38 33 29 39 34 23 3S 
20 25 23 22 27 24 21 26 
= Moderate 
= Combined 
